
 

EBSB PICTURE QUIZ COMPETITION -IMAGICON 

 

 Bharat Shrestha Bharat at Jaipuria Institute of Management Noida organized 

“Picture Quiz Competition- IMAGICON” on 21 October 2020 for the first and 

second year students on the topic “Indian culture ”. In this competition, the picture 

of different states’ famous monument, food dishes, dance forms etc. shown to students and 

they have to tell the name of image with its respective state/city. 

The session was hosted by Kanika thakuria, junior coordinator of EBSB club. The esteem 

Guest of the session is Dr Abhijit Nair, chairperson of SEC, Dr Shalini Verma, chairperson 

of EBSB club, Dr Rahul Singh, Professor HR Area. Mrs. Shefali Sharma Head of SEC. 

The session was begin with brief rules and regulation of the quiz competition followed by all 

participants, after that one of the coordinators of EBSB shared the power point presentation 

of questions on zoom platform. Then participants gave answers of the questions in the Zoom 

chat box. All questions are related to Indian culture, festivals, monuments, dishes etc. This is 

how virtual quiz had been done. Students got the opportunity to show their talent and 

knowledge about how much they know their country. There was a good amount of 

participation by both year of students. 

The judging had been done on the basis of some criteria such as quick answer with correct 

spelling. Another criterion is that the answer which was given should be in a proper format 

i.e. name of image, state/city name. 

At the end, votes of thanks to the guest for taking their time out to address the students. Mr. 

kartikey jagwani, president of EBSB club and Mr. Atul Sharma, vice president of EBSB 

club announced the name of the winners of the quiz competition – Imagicon. 

First winner: Megha Nigam 

First runner up: Monuranjan Dutta  

Every participant had put forward their amazing efforts in quiz competition. Both winners are 

awarded with a cash prize for their contribution in the competition and Both of them 

brilliantly answered the questions. 
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Q1. Identify the sport person taking the award from the late former president of India ? 

 

Answer: Mithali Raj 

 

Q2. Tell us the name of this monument & Name of state where it is located? 

 

Answer: Name- Victory Tower, Place- chittorgarh, Rajasthan  

 

 



 

Q3. Tell us the name of this bird and In which state this bird find? 

 

Answer: Name- Magpie, Place- Bharatpur Bird Sanctuary, Rajasthan   

 

Q4. Tell us the name of this luxury train restaurant and Name of state where it is 

located? 

 

Answer: Name- Place of Wheels, State- Rajasthan  

Q5. Identify desert name? Which State is famous for this dessert? 



 

 

Answer: Name- Rasogolla/Rasgulla, State- west Bengal  

 

Q6. Identify the name of famous Bridge? Name of city where it is located in India? 

 

Answer: Name- Howrah Bridge, City- Kolkata 

 

Q6. Name the monument? Name of city where is it located ? 

 

Answer: Name- Victoria memorial, City- Kolkata 

 

Q7. Write the name of the monument  



 

 

Answer: AGRASEN KI BAOLI 

 

Q8. This place is known as the ghost of the town what is the name of this, and in which 

City it is ? 

 

Answer: Name- Fatehpur Sikri, City- Agra, Uttar Pradesh  

 

Q9. Write the name of the place where this temple is situated in Delhi.  

Answer: Karol Bagh 



 

Q10. Identify the popular Indian vegetarian fast food and name the place where it is 

famous? 

 

Answer: Name- Batata Vada, Place- Mumbai, Maharashtra  

 

Q11. Identify the Political Leader from the Audio? 

 

Answer: Atal Bihari Vajpayee 

 

Q12. This festival is also known as “Festival of Festivals”. Name the Festival celebrated 

in the picture and in which state it is celebrated? 

 

Answer: Name- Hornbill Festival, Place- Nagaland 

 

Q13. This is place in the memory of an Indian Soldier. It is believed that his spirit protects every 

soldier in the inhospitable high-altitude terrain of the Eastern Himalayas. where it is located? 

 

Answer: Name- Baba Harbhajan Singh (Name: Baba Harbhajan Singh memorial temple) 

Place- Sikkim 



 

Q15. Name the festival? 

 

Answer: CHHATH PUJA 

 

Q16. Name the famous Shiva Statue? 

 

Answer: ADIYOGI SHIV STATUE, Place- Tamil Nadu 

 

Q17. Identify Traditional Food Name and name the state where it is famous? 

 

Answer: Name- LITTI CHOKHA, Place- Bihar 

 

 



 

Q18. Identify the name of famous personality and where he was born(state)? 

 

Answer: Name- A.P.J Abdul kalam, Place- Rameswaram, Tamil Nadu 

 

Q19. Where is this Statue Located (State)? 

 

Answer: Bodh Gaya, Bihar 

 

Q20. Name the dance form ? 

 

Answer- Bharatanatyam 


